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ARIZONA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Forty-fifth Legislature – First Regular Session 

 
LEGISLATIVE GOVERNMENTAL 

MALL COMMISSION 
 

Minutes of Meeting 
Wednesday, February 21, 2001 

House Hearing Room 3  --  3:30 p.m. 
 
(Tape 1, Side A) 
 
Chairman Knapp called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m. and attendance was noted by the 
secretary. 
 

Members Present 
 

William McMullen   
Bob Teel (for Elliott Hibbs)   
Norman Hintz   
Donald Keuth, Jr.   
Tom Knapp, Chairman   
 

Speakers Present 
 
Larry Chesley, Majority Research Analyst 
Mike Wirtanen, Project Architect, Opus West Corporation 
Roger Berna, Planning Manager, Arizona Department of Administration (ADOA) 
 
 
Larry Chesley, Majority Research Analyst, asked whether there is a monument for murdered 
children in Wesley Bolin Plaza.  He said he was approached and asked the question.  When he 
replied in the negative, the individual insisted there was such a monument.  Chairman Knapp 
stated that Mr. Chesley is correct; there is no such monument in Wesley Bolin. 
 
PRESENTATIONS: 
 
Mike Wiranen, Project Architect, Opus West Corporation, updated the Committee on the two 
projects that had their groundbreaking earlier in the day. 
 
Mr. Wiranen said the Arizona Department of Administration (ADOA) project is a four-story, 
185,000 square office building off the Capital Mall, between 15th Avenue and off Washington.  
He distributed a rendering anticipated to be the final version (Attachment 1).  The building has a 
dark concrete base with the lighter recast on the upper three stories, and a glass rotunda facing 
the Mall.  On the northeast corner, there is another arcade entryway which will be the entryway 
for employees from the parking structure.  The parking structure is the gray structure in the 
rendering.  He said the landscaping is still in the concept stage.  The development has been 
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restricted by the fiber-optic utilities running down the old Adams right-of-way.  The parking lot 
to the east of the building is now incorporated in the overall project.  The building’s address will 
be on 15th Avenue, so the front doors will be on the northeast corner of the building.   
 
Chairman  Knapp referred to the minutes of the September 19 meeting and asked whether 
members’ concerns have been addressed.   
 
Mr. Keuth asked when the actual construction project will be started.  Mr. Wiranen said that both 
projects are in for permitting at the City.  He said they anticipate getting a site permit which will 
allow them to start doing the excavation within the next two or three weeks.  He said all the 
rezoning processes have been gone through, they have all the approvals from the City Council, 
and variances have been approved. 
 
Mr. Keuth asked whether the garage is pre-cast, and whether there is intent to get the garage up 
early for parking, or will it all open at the same time.  Mr. Wiranen said the intent is to open the 
garage at the same time as the office building in June or July 2002. 
 
Mr. Hintz asked Mr. Wiranen to describe the front entrance.  Mr. Wiranen said the front area will 
be a landscaped courtyard area.  The main entrance to the parking is on the extreme southeast 
corner.  Mr. Hintz said he recalls that a pedestrian could actually enter from the southwest from 
Washington.  Mr. Hintz thanked the Opus folks for spending time with him and addressing his 
concerns. 
 
Chairman Knapp said he believes the site plan and elevations are substantially the same that the 
committee looked at last September.  Mr. Wiranen agreed that they are essentially the same.  He 
said the texture of the concrete, colors and landscaping have been refined. 
 
Mr. Wiranen discussed the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) project.   He 
informed members that Opus has gone through the zoning hearings, abandonment processes, 
submitted for permit for site utility work that needs to occur to serve the existing Evans House, 
applied for the site grading and drainage plan, and applied for foundation permits.  The concept 
for the landscaping on 11th Avenue, from Adams to Washington, has changed slightly to have a 
streetscape type of a theme, with a median down the center with asphalt paving, and street 
lighting along that.  He said the view corridor, which was a concern of this committee, from the 
north of 11th Avenue through the site to the existing library to the south, has been preserved.  The 
masonry has been defined from the original renderings.  The lower two levels will be a masonry 
unit to bring in the character of the Evans House and the library.  The parking structure was 
designed to emulate the design of the office structures.  Canopies have been added in the same 
terra cotta color.   
 
Chairman Knapp asked whether the awnings are indicative that the first floor will be retail, or 
whether that is strictly façade.  Mr. Wiranen said it is for sun protection.  He said the north 
portion will be laboratory space for ADEQ, and the south portion will be a cafeteria.  He said he 
hopes that will spill out for some sidewalk eating.   
 
Mr. Teel said the State has some real challenges statutorily with putting retail in buildings.  It is 
something ADOA will look at later on.   
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Chairman Knapp said the cafeteria space on the first floor of the parking garage satisfies the goal 
of trying to humanize these large structures and have some pedestrian activity and interest.   
 
Mr. Hintz mentioned that it does not have to be retail, but does have to be pedestrian-oriented, 
which is the intent of the City’s code. 
 
Mr. McMullen asked whether retail means cafeteria or small restaurants.  Chairman Knapp said 
he would have to check to see whether retail is actually in the current district development 
guidelines.  He said he believes it is getting some pedestrian activity down there as opposed to 
building parking garages solely for parking cars.  Mr. McMullen said it seems to make sense to 
have some eating facilities there.   
 
Mr. Teel mentioned that State employees have the desire for more services close by, such as 
barber shops, cleaners, etc.  This is one of the initiatives ADOA put forward to see whether there 
could be some retail space in the Mall area to provide those kind of services. 
 
Mr. Keuth said that other things have to happen before that type of thing can become workable, 
with both the State’s efforts and the County’s efforts.  He thinks something will happen in the 
not too distant future. 
 
Mr. Hintz queried what the brick will look like.  The rendering does a good job of showing the 
blend between the new buildings and the Evans House.  Mr. Wiranen said the brick on the Evans 
House is a different size and has been painted several times.  The intent is to make the brick 
compatible with the Evans House. 
 
Chairman Knapp brought up an issue of traffic flow out of the parking garage, specifically the 
ADEQ building, as related to cutting through the residential neighborhood.  Mr. Wiranen said 
that issue has been addressed with neighborhood groups and the City’s Traffic Department.  The 
main employees’ entrance to the parking structure is along 10th Avenue.  The general public will 
enter from Washington Street.  If traffic continues on 10th Avenue, which is very narrow, other 
things can be done to make access into the northern neighborhood off of 10th Avenue rather 
difficult.  He said he will continue to work with the Traffic Department. 
 
Mr. Wiranen advised that the City of Phoenix has requested minutes of the meeting stating 
basically that the committee is in agreement with Opus going forward on designs, etc.  He asked 
that the minutes be sent to him. 
 
Chairman Knapp asked whether the City is actually asking for approval of this group as to the 
design development.  Mr. Wiranen said it is the Developmental Services portion of the City that 
wants to make sure this group is in agreement with the method and way Opus is going forward 
with the project, and within the agreement of the Capital Mall guidelines. 
 

Mr. Teel moved, seconded by Mr. Keuth, that the Committee is happy with what it 
has seen so far.  The motion carried. 
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Roger Berna, Planning Manager, Arizona Department of Administration (ADOA), reviewed 
ADOA’s broad priorities in terms of master planning for the Capital Mall (Attachment 3).  He 
said the Department wants to use this as a tool to guide it in its decision making.  Priorities 
include:  master plan, annual building renewal, discretionary acquisition fund, construction of 
new facilities, development by the private sector, and coordination with other entities in the 
development of plans.  He said these are essentially ADOA’s priorities of what it wants to 
accomplish in the next ten years. 
 
Chairman Knapp asked members if anything was missed in the ADOA plan to insure that all 
potential projects are captured. 
 
Mr. Keuth mentioned that Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) was looking to build a 
new building as part of their complex.  He said he understands they do not use ADOT’s funding 
stream, and asked if there is anything new to report.  Mr. Teel said Mr. Burna can address that 
issue.  Chairman Knapp said that issue can be discussed at a later time. 
 
Mr. Keuth said he understands a new proposal was submitted to the Phoenix Community 
Economic Development Department relating to the Gracecourt School site.  Three responses 
were received when a Request for Proposal was issued last year.  All three were rejected because 
of the issue of demo permits; however, one has come back with a new plan that the City is 
looking at. 
 
Mr. Keuth related that another City item is the new crime lab, if approved in the bond election.  
The block between Washington and Adams, between 7th and 8th Avenues is being considered.  
Previously they were looking at the block between Washington and Jefferson, between 6th and 7th 
Avenues.  This was ruled out because in the City’s agreement with GSA on the federal 
courthouse, the area would either be a park, a partial park or a small building, in order to create 
some green space. 
 
Mr. Keuth advised that there continues to be development of single-family housing in the Capital 
Mall area.  There are a couple of buildings nearing completion.  The site on Van Buren has been 
cleared and fenced for the Legacy bungalows.  The groundbreaking is early next month.  That 
will bring about 220 housing units to the area. 
 
Mr. Keuth said he has had some discussion with the City on the new DASH system.  Currently, 
there is service between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.  He advised that new and bigger buses have 
been ordered.  There have been discussions about doing two loops as opposed to one, as a first 
step to provide better access to some of the retail areas. 
 
Mr. Keuth said that preliminary discussions have been held to revert Washington Street back to a 
two-way street.  He said this may require the City to do some land acquisition.  The prime 
private sector retail development area would be between 7th and 8th Avenues, and Washington 
and Jefferson.  This would not only capture employees, but also traffic that is moving on the 
street not related to the government sector.   
 
Mr. Keuth said that discussions have been held with ADOT relating to the area between 12th and 
15th Avenues on the north side of Adams.  He said the City feels that would be a great place to 
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put in high-density residential housing, such as a townhouse or rowhouse.  It would act as a 
buffer between the State office buildings and historic neighborhoods, and offer some 
opportunities for housing for State employees. 
 
Mr. Hintz suggested merging number 1 and number 6 of the ADOA priorities, to develop the 
master plan in coordination between entities.  He said he is not sure if the plan is to endorse 
ADOA’s priorities or have the group come up with their own priorities. 
 
Chairman Knapp said his thought is to get everything out on the table and then go back to those 
things that peak interest that should be high priority. 
 
Mr. Hintz asked whether ADOA is permitted to use the building renewal funding for beautifying 
and enhancing current facilities and infrastructure.  He asked whether the money could be used 
for new projects and landscaping.  Mr. Berna replied that they are only prohibited from spending 
the money on landscape, and additions and enhancements.  He said they can resurface a parking 
lot but they cannot add to the parking lot, and can replace sidewalks.  He advised there is a 
request in for $2 million for capital projects to do infrastructure improvements.  He said they 
want to focus on the connection between the ADOA building and the ADEQ building, going 
down Washington, to create pedestrian enhancements and lighting. 
 
Mr. Hintz commented that the discretionary acquisition fund shows a ten-year plan and a 20-year 
plan.  He suggested that a 30-year plan be included.  Mr. Teel commented that there is a greater 
opportunity for infill on the Mall with a 30-year plan.  He said that some of the buildings will be 
past their useful life by then. 
 
Mr. Hintz asked whether the master plan identifies the construction of new facilities beyond five 
years.  Mr. Berna said he thinks that they can reasonably forecast five years.  Beyond that it is 
quite difficult.  ADOA’s priority in the next five years will be the water resource and long-term 
corrections facility.  Mr. Hintz said that some day the Capital Mall will join downtown.  He said 
it would be great to come up with a compatible streetscape.  
 
Mr. Hintz recommended adding housing to priority number 5, and adding landscape planning to 
priority number 6. 
 
Mr. Keuth asked the status of ADOT expansion.  Mr. Berna advised that ADOT is not very 
communicative.  He said their long-range plans involve tearing down the old Motor Vehicle 
Division building, and building another office building and a parking structure. 
 
Mr. Teel suggested that they be asked to come talk to the group. 
 
Mr. McMullen stated that was one of his concerns from the beginning.  ADOT does not 
coordinate with ADOA.  He said he thinks ADOT has to be brought into this.  Mr. Berna said 
they are involved in the interagency capital council.  In addition, ADOA’s chief engineer has to 
review their building construction projects now. 
 
Mr. McMullen said he feels strongly about private sector involvement.  He stated that it would 
probably have to be made a fairly high priority to expedite the process of figuring out how this 
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would happen, and then promote it.  He said he believes there are some big advantages, such as 
reduced congestion, one-stop shopping, etc. 
 
Chairman Knapp pointed out there are some projects shown on the planned improvement master 
plan that are not shown on the current plan, such as Social Services and Education campus.  He 
asked whether there is a change in priorities.  Mr. Berna explained that the short-term 
Corrections building is not worth building because by the time it is built, Corrections will have 
outgrown it.  Mr. Berna stated that with the current administration, there is a new interest in 
education.  He said it is an agency that ADOA needs to monitor for their growth needs.  He said 
they could possibly be candidates for the in-fill building instead of Corrections. 
 
Chairman Knapp pointed out that the Capital Centennial Site project is not on the list.  Mr. Berna 
said that relates to the Legislature.  He said he has encouraged Legislative Council to keep the 
project alive.  He said that is legislative property and although ADOA is given the opportunity to 
maintain it for the Legislature, ADOT does not necessarily have any authority to do anything 
there. 
 
Chairman Knapp said the one thing this commission has the opportunity to do is to cross those 
bridges between ADOA, ADOT and legislative property.  He said he would like to pick the top 
five priorities that the group may have an impact on.  He said the new health lab will not be a 
concern.  Mr. Berna agreed.  He said their funding is going through the Legislature.   
 
Mr. Keuth opined that a top priority is to work with the State, the County, the City and others, as 
it relates to the human services element.  He referred to the letter sent to Rick Collins and 
Michael Bielecki requesting monies to be placed in this year’s budget to help in that regard 
(Attachment 4).  He enumerated the three major components of the human services area:  food, 
shelter and medical facilities, and said all three are in dire straits.  This is an opportunity to bring 
all the parties together 
 
TAPE 1, SIDE B 
 
Mr. Keuth said there are providers who are willing to look at alternatives.  The Governor’s 
Office and the County have expressed a desire to further this cause. 
 
Chairman Knapp asked whether this is dependent upon the City bond issue.  Mr. Keuth said this 
will be not be solved as long as it is at the staff level.  When the Governor, the private sector, the 
chairman of the County Board of Supervisors, and the chairman of MAG get together, something 
may get going. 
 
Chairman Knapp asked for specific strategies this group can undertake to promote that. 
 
Mr. Keuth stated support of efforts to provide funding at the State level to support actions that 
request negotiations between the various levels of government to come to a resolution.  He said 
this group cannot participate in those discussions, but could go on record as supporting those 
actions to get the right people to the table. 
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Chairman Knapp stated this group can have an impact on priority number 2 relating to annual 
building renewal.  He mentioned contacting key legislators to support legislation relating to 
funding 100 percent.  Mr. Teel said it is basically a budget issue.  Mr. Hintz asserted that the 
current formula is inadequate.  In private practice, two to four percent of building replacement 
value is allocated for annual maintenance.  He said the formula needs to be reworked.  Mr. Teel 
commented that ADOA is at about two percent.  If it could be fully funded every year, it will 
maintain the status quo.  The issue is that the formula is a maintenance formula, not a catch-up 
formula.  Mr. Hintz said this might be an area for this group to focus on. 
 
Mr. Keuth commented that if water resources and corrections are the next priorities, there is a 
need to promote funding for land acquisition.  Mr. Berna informed members that ADOA does 
have a capital request for that acquisition funding in this session.  Mr. Teel suggested contacting 
Senator Tom Smith to update him and solicit his advice on how to proceed. 
 
Chairman Knapp said he believes there is common agreement on infrastructure landscaping 
common to all areas.  Mr. Berna said there is legislation pending for $2 million over the two-year 
budget cycle to focus on landscape enhancement, specifically between the ADOA building and 
the ADEQ building. 
 
Chairman Knapp listed the priorities:   
 
 Common Master Plan 
 Human Services 
 Building Renewal 
 Land Acquisition 
 Infrastructure 
 
Mr. McMullen asked whether the group could get some briefing papers with regard to human 
services.  Chairman Knapp agreed that information is needed to decide how to start and how this 
group will have an impact. 
 
Mr. Chesley pointed out that human service and land acquisition items are connected.  If all the 
interested individuals, such as the Governor, MAG, the Mayor, Board of Supervisors, the 
Speaker of the House, the Senate President, etc., were to get together, and this group made this 
item its focus, there is a chance that funding will happen. 
 
Mr. Teel said he believes infrastructure is nice but not necessary.  He opined that the first two 
items are essential for moving ahead. 
 
Mr. Keuth said it is interesting to note that the land ownership map shows that a huge portion of 
the land is either owned by the County or the City.  If you deal with the human services, you 
open up a lot of acres of land that could be set aside for future expansion, or in some cases 
traded, to accomplish the goal. 
 
Chairman Knapp queried whether passing the bond alone will solve the problem.  Mr. Keuth 
replied in the negative.  He said there are a few major things the State has to take responsibility 
for:  funding for the mental health issues and Corrections’ half-way house. 
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Mr. Hintz stated that he would pick the master plan as the number 1 priority as it will have the 
greatest effect on the future Mall, and human service as the number 2 priority. 
 
Mr. Keuth said that part of selling human services is having the common master plan to show 
why you need to do this.  He said they should go hand-in-hand. 
 
Mr. Teel concurred with Mr. Keuth.  He stated that human service is the crux of the whole thing.  
Housing and retail will follow.  He opined that is preventing developers from coming into the 
area until there is some resolution to that. 
 
Mr. McMullen said he will go with the same two priorities. 
 
Strategies were discussed. 
 
Chairman Knapp said he will contact ADOT, with the goal of including ADOT in the master 
plan.  It was agreed that he should talk to Leroy Brady first, then with Mary Peters. 
 
Chairman Knapp disclosed that someone needs to visit with the City.   
 
Mr. Teel said the crucial piece is the connection between the State and the City.  He referred to 
the one block between where the Mall ends and 7th Avenue.   
 
Chairman Knapp asked Mr. Keuth to prepare a list of the decision makers, and to be specific as 
to what this group wants them to do, and to articulate the specific goals of the strategies. 
 
Chairman Knapp announced that this group will start on the two priorities chosen. 
 
Without objection, the meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m. 
 
 
 
       ___________________________________ 
        Joanne Bell, Committee Secretary 
 
 
(Original minutes, attachments and tape on file in the Chief Clerk’s Office) 
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